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The Student Centered Education Project, more concisely called SCEP,
,

!,,

..1P.14.0. .. ,
.

litIginated in the fall of 1969, through the-!ComKned effortgof the PsSrchology,
.

Management, and Philosophy Departments at WestermMichigan, University. The
.

. --------:-.

goal of the project was to create a more effective learning environment for

'
..

'-,

the students. . . :..,-..°

/ At that time SC-EP was a.two semester interdisciplinary program offering

.

courses in Psychology, Management, Philosophy, and-Genetal StUdids. The

. 25 studekts enrolled were taking all of their courses for that semester
'

"a
A.

within SCEP.

Classes met daily...studgnts studied at the Study Center...whenever

possible programmed textbooks and, study objectives were used...and a Teaching'

Apprentice was available.at all times to answer questIons and .help with

difficult concepts. '4IP

Facultyluncheon lectures and weekly SCEP government meetings were other

major-compohents of the original SCEP.

In additiqn, many of the students were living in the SCEP-dormitpry,
,

then two houses located off-Campus. Because these students were, so to speak,

sleeping, eating, and studying together they developed a strong sense of

community.

The project demonstrated that with the use of some simple systems analysis

and contingency management, a learning environment could be, developed in which'

the students would work harder, learn more, and'be "happier".

After the first few semester d of SCEp:g'existencq, a number of the special

components were.gradually eliminated .For the sake of immediate convenience

and various other -revons, stadents-were no longer required to.take all of

their. semester's work within SCEP. The off-campus dormitory program and weekly

1
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SCEP goverument meetings were also discontinued:; Although most of the.

students were still taking all the courses SCEP had to offer, theywere ...,

doing so over a greater number of semesters. 'Fewer grid fewer students were

. . . . - . .

. ,

taking, an active interest in the improvement of the program which resulted iii

et
*

a decline I he "sense of community" that was originally an'important aspect
9

q4 SCEP.

A number & good- courses were still -being effectively -taugicti- however

very few innovative changes were taking place and SCEP hall lost much of its

importance as an experimental college program.
.

Therefore, a number of students, with be help of Dr. Malott, resolved

1

to revise and revive SCEP es a viable force in educationalinnovation.

*

SCEP is still a two semester program, Teaching Apprentices are still an

important part ofthe project, and programmed textbooks and study objectives

are Still being used, Many o the other compon9lts,however, have been

changing and improving since the initiation of the project.

We now teach courses only in Psychology,, six crerlits ir(the first semester

and twelve credits in the second semester. An elementary animal laboratory

is an important part of the first semester's package while an applied, lab

either ea a Teaching. Apprentice in an introductory-course in Psychology or

as a therapist at the Kalamazoo Valley-School fo.r the Severely Mentally Impaired

is an important part of the second semester's work.
3.

The SCEP dormitory has been reinstituted...but this time'in one of the

dormitories on campus.

We have been experimenting with various methods of remediation, new

systems fior monitoring staff performance, student projects in self-control

and other aspects of- *operating an innovative educational program.

We Would like to tellyou a little about some of the things that, we'

are into a t this time. 4
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Tilt'DEVELOIMENT OF EFFECTIVE
, REMEDIAL PROCEDURES'

sure most, of us would agree that_ideally, upon completion ofany

course,/ all students should have acquired a high level of Alastery4ver the

presented material. Unfortunately, in moat traditional courses only a few

students achibve tiffs standard of excellence. 'Most educators set a specified--

pace for presenting new material, and sub'sequently leave behihdidents who

have not mastered the prior and perhaps prerequisite concepts.

, In the fall of 1974, SCEP set out to evaluate various procedures which

seemed to facilitate mastery of course-material. These procedures were designed

with the primary objective of helping all students master all ttf the concepts

presented to them. Initially, a weekly remedial session Was implemented in
.

conjunction with an instructor paced systeni. At the end of every week a "

remedial quiz was given covering material which was not mastered by the majority,--

of the students. In order to objectively measure which students needed this

further review, weekly quiz points were used as a representation of conceptual

mastery.. Students who had failed to earn at least 90% of the. total weekly

points, were required to attend the remedial 'session and take the remedial quiz.

In terms of what would best fit the academic needs of the students, we

realized that the weekly remedial quiz could ngtallow each student an oppor-

tunity to overcome individual difficulties with course material. In one section
4

of SCEP we attempted to deal with this problem. A small group ofstudents

participated in a self paced, unit mastery procedure. These students were not

randomly chosen, since our objective was simply to work out the details of

this procedure, and the problems encountered when adapting it to the overall

SCEP system.
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the minimum rate of progress they were to be asked to drop this procedure

4

N
'`

The unit mastery procedure required stpents to master a unit of mhterie...0

before progressing to the_mext unit. To master a unit meant to correctly

answer enough questions'to earn 90% of the pOints possible ofv.the unit quiz.

. :The procedure was self paced inthat students could progress as:quickly as

i

they wanted, however, 'they were required to omplete a minimum amount of work

each week so that they did not fall behind. If students did not keep up with

and continue with the regular SCEP proce
. .

As it turned out, no students fdlk behi d in their work, and upon Aal-

uating the "minimum rate of progress" all s udentsiagreed that they had no

difficulty` keepinglOp with it. Based on evaluations from students and staff

we decided to rdiain-the self pacing aspect of'tbis system, and put unit

1

-n- 7

mastery thf6U-ghdmore rigorous tee. .

. - ,
In the fainter of 1975, all procedures Within SCEP were redesigned so that

they would be,tonducive to a more personalized system of instruct-ion. A

procedure Nwas then implemented which allowed students to progress as quickly

..

as they wanted,'whqe requiring a mlAkmum amount .0 work te be completedesch
... ,

,week. In conjunction with this self paced. design a group of volunteerg

participated in a unit mastery procedure. This procedure required students

.to. =stet their units before progressing to the next unit. Again, to master a
,

unit meant ro correctly answer enough questions to earn 90% of the point6

,possible on the unit quiz.

Participants in this procedure were randomly assigned to one of two groutp-a-1...,..

Differential treatment of either group was kept to a minimum. The standard

ABA design was put into effect for each group. While onegroup was required

to master their units, the other group was not. Periodically the prOcedures

were reversed so that both groups had overall an equal amount of units to master.
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Th9'gene-ral results of this unit mastery procedure did not show a signi-

ficant improvement in overall course performance. However, in evaluating'
1 .

the effectiVeness of any system, satisfaction of the participants is a major

66nkideration. Students who particpated in the unit mastery procedure felt.

that it.,was effective in that it provided them with additionalopportunities

to overcome difficult aspects'of the material.. When given the choice, students

chose the unit mastery procedure In combinat onJ wit rpelf pacing

Paced design with no mastery criterion. Students also found that they had no

difficulty keeping up with thei'r work even though they had to master their units.

In conjunction with a self paced design, unit mastery presented minimal

roblems. Once our system was redesigned so that students could progress at

e r own pace, master

instruction.

e

of units provided a more individualized method of
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THE EFFECTS.OF GRADUAL CHANGE FROM.
MULTIPLECHOICEITOESSAY QUIZ QUESTIONS

ON SUBSEQUENT QUIZ SCORES AND VERBAL COMIENTS)

41g

The Student Centered Education Project,'SCEP I, teaches,two introductory

psychology courses. SCEP devotes half of the-semester, 71/2 weeks, to each course.
P

SCEP I in the past used_ multiple choice questions for thirst coursed

and-a ruptly-etran-gedto--s-hort-wer essay questions she ecai course.

The abrupt change in quiz format was a difficult transitio for the students

to make. For example, quiz scores abruptly ddcreased and vocal complaining

increased when the quiz form1at was changed.

The present study was designed to determine the effect of gradual chinge

frot mulitple choice questions to essay qudstions,on ttuiz, scores and verbal.

comments.

Subjects chosen were 25 undergraduate studenta:in SCEP, ten coTprising

the control group and 15 comprisini,the experimental group.' A total ofil5

quizzes were adminletered in each of three phases. During Phase I, both the

experimental and control groups took the same ten:yoint multiple choice quiZZ'ea.

INSERT FIGURE 1 ABOUT HERE

The control group's mean for these quizzes were 9.26 points out of ten,.and

the experimental group's mean waa.9.44 points.

Iri Phase II, the experimental group's quiz questions were gradually changed

from 10% to 100% short answer essay questions while- the control group continued

-

taking multiple choice quizzes. The experimental groupl mean was 9.32 points-

out of ten while the control group's' mean was 9.01 points out of ten.

During Phase III both groups took the same ten point short answer essay

quizzes, Comparing the quiz scores of.Phase land Phase III, the control group's

8



quiz score mean decreased .35 posts and the experimental group's mean decreased

.91 points.

The present study found that the experimental group's mean quiz scores

were lower in Phase III than that of the control oup:_ .57 points lower.

*

Two problems probably ptount for these results: 1. The teaching apprentice

graders were not blind to the study conddated, and 2. The teaching apprentice

gradets varied in their grading of the quizzes: In the grading of the same

quiz by the different teaching apprentices, points awarded varied from four to

six. Some graders indicated that they grade the experimental grdup more

strictly than the control group in. Phase 1144 The graders expected the exper-
.

imental-group to answer tile questions more correctly due to their past exPer-

ience with essay questions.

A recommendation for a future study would be to grade the quizzes on a

blind basis. Grading blind would mean that the graders would'be naive to the

bexperimental situation to guard agdinst awarding points due to section or name.

In Phases II andIII verbal behaviors were observed and recorded using

a sampling technique. A total of 87 vocalizations were recorded and categorized

into one of the following areas: negative.or positive comments concerning

the class, and negative or positive comments concerning the quiz.

INSERT FIGURE It ABOUT HERE

Phase II, showed more positive quiz and positive class comments in. the control

s. group than in the experimental group. The experimental group had a higher

number of-negative quiz comments. Both groups had approximately the "same number

of negative class comments.

In Phase' III, essay questions, negative class comments remained the same

in the control group while positive'class comments decreased. Both positive

9



and negative quiz comments indreasedl. .The experimental,group showed a slight

decrease in both class and quiz positivii,comMents, and,an increase \in class
-

negative commens. HOwever, there was,adeo ease in negative clUiz comments.
i

P

A 4.6 decrease-in negative qpiz comments` occurred in the experimental group

",.
'. . ;

while in the control group negative quiz comments-increffied 11.6.

If aversion .to a quiz is Measured in ferms of a stzudont's verbal comments

about the quiz, then this study indicated that gradually changing the quiz for-,

mat was less. aversive to the students., This data was also interesting in the

that students in the experimental group found the essay quizzes less

ersive than the control group,..-ewen though the experimental group.was receiv-

ing lower quiz scores compared to the control gr.oup. This study, however, did

not show a decrease in ne Ative class comments in the experimental grOup in

Phase III, or an increase in negative class comments in the control group in ,

Phase III, Positive class and quiz comments also did not increase in the

experimental group for this phase.4

A recommendation for a future study would be to provide students with .a

study guide on how to write answers to essay questions, and ,to provide a study

workbook. The purpose of the workbook would be to allow students to practice
.A ,

"wri.t.igg essay'ranswers prior to taking a quiz. It remains to be determined if

0

this would sufficiently maintain high quiz scores.
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-S CEP I\ SEMINARS,

ILSGEP I tudents 'study t e elementsof behavior change during regular.

4

class Obriods and practical appli ations in the alteration of human behavior

at weekly seminars. In that the theme of these seminars is "Behavior Modifica-

tion. at-Large"' such topics are enter ained as behavior modification in7e4Uca.i:
-

tion, die operant contract and mental retardation, contingency thanagement in,

business and indu try, self-modification programs, and issues inthe behavioral

engineering of an entire society. The materials used are - those, which have..

proven per,inent and interesting in past seminars and include sueh items at

Sidney Bijou's "The Mentally Retarded Child", Brethower's diagrammatic Total

Performanc a System, Carol Foster'S Developing Self Control,, and Walden Two

by, F. Skin er There are a number of objectives.ana discussion topics

included with a Bch assignment which are designed to guide students as they read

the material; pro pt student interactions during and outside the class; and

provide models fro which students are encouraged'to derive their own relevant

issues.

The individual Lgdments are reviewed by seminar teaching apprentices

(T.A.'s) during Sunday taff meetings prior to the particular seminar in Which

the material will be-us . The T.A.'s \answer the objectives which'accompany

the artfelt and then ho k a pseudo-sethinar in which important aspects of the

subject matter are pointed and techniques for expressing these to the students

are devised. The general progra

and methods of prompting student feedback interactions are also outlined.

f. the seminar is finalized at this time

In the actual seminars, the first order usinest is to hold a feedback

f0ruM in-which students and staff express their qual and praises of the

SCEP system. At this time positive alternates to the strictures of the system

13



are introduced,, considered and often times arranged. Then the class .breaks

into seperategroups of about seven students over which a single,tea8hing

apprentice presides. He administers a short quiz which ensures (hopefully)

that students 'read the material. Following this a gederal diStussion

is conducted in which students ask questions,- present personal Viewpoints,

and demonstrate material mastery through individual and group presentations.,

Once these compqnents of the discussion period have been completed, students

are asked to Write a-short summary of the assignment IncluOinsitheir thoughts

about' the topic,. indulged.; Uion completion'Of this, the seminar is over.

Seminar student grades reflect quiz performance and summary content as well

as class contributions and demonstration§. Teaching apprentices award point's

on the short papers on the basis- f*the indicants and references to the concepts

presented in%the seminar. a

For ten iknutes during the course of the-seminar, an advanced teaching

apprentice monitors seminar interactions on such measures as number of

student and T.A. initiated interactions, the number of- positive and negative

comments made, and the number of off -task interactions tindulged.,:reaching

apprentioes are given feedback over these aspects and his. information is used

by them to shape the course of the seminar interactions when necessary.

The general goal of the seminars is to allow for insight into the possible

usages of the operant paradigm iniapplied real world situations on the part

of the students; and to allow for actual practice of behavioral principles

by the teaching apprentices in an educational setting. Students are encouraged

to go on into the various upper level psycholpgy courses at Western and are

given an orientation to these in one of the seminar sessions.

In one of the more Ooductively entertaining seminars, students ix/ere

charged with choosing a partner. These two were to help each other select

1 4-
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'a behavior to be changed and t speCific modification procedure to'utilize.

13

These personalized self7modification programs were then reported to the rest

of the class, who,with suggestions from the helped to'. work out any

potential bugs.- They devised graphs for recording and were, instructed to take

.

baseline data for one week and then implement the intervention proneedings.for

a two week period. 'Thus prepared the students went home ready is _satiate

techniques for change-..
.

The target behaviors selected by 'Students ranged from belly-dancing to

nail-biting but were most often studying or exercising. Reinforcers utilized.

for.behaviotal change varied from an opportunity to "get`high'-_! to,a chance

to spend time embroidering on a quilt; but most often the designs utilized

TV time and avoidance o losing an opportunity,to eat a meal as rewards.

During baseline recordings an average student spent lk hours per day on their

target behaviors;behaviors; while intervention proceedings were in effect 23/4 average

student hOurs. were spent daily-ontarget behaviors. This is an increase.in

,`

on-

task perfOrmaliCe of 80% during intervention implementation over the baseline

rates.; Generally, tu de Tits reported that they were pleased with their self-mod

programs and planned to continue them.
-

All in all-, the SCEP I Seminars purport to turn students on to the variety.'

o f situations in which the principles of behavioral change are applicable,

u seful, and even preferrable,over traditional modes.-for it is here thatfMan,Y
.studentallave:their first encounters with the possible'situations in which

. -

operant- theory can play a major role.' We promote student involvement in these

areas...striving to-widen horizons and cultivate specific interests in-behavior

modification.

1J
1-,
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THE PSYCHOLOGY DORMITORY-

In structuring the conteffip9rary. American; Uni sity,. educatqrs haVe.

:,!
treated. academic anOli4i7ingenvironments in a duolistic manner.

14

While well-

planneda, and creatvely designed ,classt'Oom experiences provide edu aLnal

enrichmedt, an attitude'of laise-faire often applies outside the classrobm.

In the past,_this has been especially true of- dormito.r.y_Jife. The s cholo

floors of-Stinson Hall, a project being conducted in conjunction with the

Student Centered Education Project, is attempting to coordinate extra-curricular

activities with more formalized classroom material. In doing_ so, we hope to

unify living and learning into,a more integrated educatio al experience and

narrow the needless gap between the classroom and everyd y life%

. .

Twenty beginning psychology students are living on.'! he third and fourth
\

floors of Stinson Hall. "The,students also elected to en oll in a six credit

hodr package consisting of two beginning psychology clas es in the SCEP progralti,,

'Students in the dorm like the idea of living with other students who share

..

similar strong ineerests in the field.of psychology.

The Suident Centered Education Project is structured around daily quizzes,

and reading assignments and teaching apprentices are relieeupon to administer

daily quizzes and 'answer, stuOent questions over course material. Similarly

an important aspect of :tbe'dormitory projectris,theutilization of upperclathi

psychology students t6 orient freshmen students to the academic and ocial

areas of college life. The primary du; of the residential apprentice

teachers is to assist beginningfreshmen with difficult psycholody materials

being covered in the SCEP classroom. One\apprentice is available in the hall

each weeknight for this pdrOpse. The residential apprentice teachers'also help

plan and execute group activities in the dorm such as lectures; discussions, ,

1

study sessions, dinners with-professors, and field trips.
4

16
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olleofourregularactivitieswhich'has been very successful is called

15

"dinner with the doe" where a university faculty member comes to the dorm to

44:share ad4byening meal wititi the students. .The dinner- discussions have. no

'strict format and the students are encouraged to discuss a wide range of topics

with the visiting professor. We. feel that from this type of student- pro.fess.or

interaction a large number of students are able to relate to facUltYon a less

forthat;Ievel than Can be achieved in the average classroom.

.
Another important aspect of the Torditory Project is: a student/professor

discusSion series' which is held in the lounge of Stinson Hall. Visiting

,

speakers'usually University'faculty, talk to the students about their par

interests and areas of work in the field of psychology. The informal format o

the discussions Seem to facilitate active student participation.

Another'of the dormitory project's goals is to supplement student

interests with related real life experiences. For instance, after reading

Skinner's utopian Arel, Walden II, students visited an experimental living

community startedby D . Roger Ulrich of Western's Psychology Department.

In addition to thejrevionsly mentioned activities, ten of the beginning

psychology students in the4lorm elected tnhecome-AnvolvedAn a psychology.

Seminar Which is held weekly in the dorm. At'each meeting, members of the

`'.iseminar discuss concepts being covered in the SCEP classroom. -Projects applying

the principles dl.psychology are also conducted and:evaluated by group members.

One such prbject conducted by students in the seminar was.,the Student

. %

-Service Exchange. Members formed pairs and each student fouhd areas in which,

),

they could trade a service or a ski1,1. For instance, two hours of math tutoring

might be _whanged for an equal amount of time for guitar lessons. Students

exchanged a total of twenty hours of talent in one week. The Student Service
4

Exchange was later implemented on a dorm -wide basis by three group members.

17
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Students in the seminar als,p learned to design, execute and-evaluate

Each student picked a 'behaviot he would like tocontingehcy,contracts.

increase (like studying) or decrease (like smoking). Then a written

16

contract was designed with another student who agreed to monifor.the

behavior of his partner. Reinforcing or punishing conaequences, as specified

in the contracts, were applied as members met or failed:7f° meet de8ignated

goals. Members saw an average' of 60% improvement on COntracted behaviors.

in a "tWQ week span.

. II

Overall, the students rated the psychology dormitory a success as an

educational environment helping them to fulfill their educational goals.

The freshmen students also felt the activities of the psychology floors

helped,create a sense of community.

In future semesters, the psychology dormitory project will continue.

New activities and prograMd-will be implemented on the basis of student feed-

back and initiative. We are optimistic about the continuation of living and

learning in the psychology dorm at Western Michigan'. niversity.

4
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SCEP II

Five semesters ago, in September of 1973, the Student Centered Education

Project expanded from one to two course packages; SCEP I, consisting of two

beginning psychology-classes and a sequential SCEP-II composed of three core,

psychology courses.

SCEP II is a package of courses open to undergraduates who have completed

Psychology 150, the introductory course at Western, providing they have passed

the course with a grade of "A". The primary focus of SCEP iib directed

.toward students intereted in majoring or minoring in the,human.,services area

of psychology.

During the,Winter semester 1975, the following books were eMployed in

the three course curriculum: Behavior Modification in the Natural Environment

by Tharp and Wetzel.; Science and Human Behavior by B. F. Skinner; Principles

of Behavior Modification by Bandura; issues in the Analysis of Behavior by

MaIott,. General and Snapper; alon:y, vith supplementary materials and articles.

Objectives corresponding with the course material were utilized to highlight

the important aspects of the assigned material.

As one of the goalf. of SCEI! IIi to provide a. learning environment of

optimal value, an attendance/tardiness policy exists to ensure that all students-
.

are present at the be;,,inning of class time so that any important announcements

can be communicateth Secondly,: and inure important, the policy helps the students

manage their study time effectively by riquiring his/her attendance. While in

class, the student ij a:llsred help with ,ilfficult Material.

Students have a wide variety of options available upon arrival at the

1 classrooms. They an study separately in study carrels; participate in small
s
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student-discussion groups; or, they .can ask questions and discuss the material

with the on-duty Teaching Apprentice. ( A Teaching Apprentice is a student

who has completed SCEP II and demonstrated competent mastery of the material._

The apprentice now serves to assist SCEP
\
students with the course material.

Following an hour and a half study period, the students take a 20 point

\
quiz made up of short answer essay q uestion .\ Upon completing the quiz, all

students attend a special- activity session, whete they participate in one of four :

organized events:

1) Each week the students meet with their corresponding lab instructors

1. ;

and assistants.

2) Attend a guest lecture generally siven.by someonewi.thin 'the psychology

department.

3) View a psychorog1,-related film.

4) Attend a "feedback foruM" - a session where students meet with the

SCEP II Undergraduate Assistants and discuss problems, or misunder

standings occurring in the systewo The feedback forum also provides'

a time when students are dllowed to-input their suggestions to improVe.

the system.

Following-the activity session, the students again study for approximatdly

an hour and a half and then take another quiz at the end of this time. The

class schedule folloas this pattern five -days a week.-

The advantages inherent in the SCEP environment include the "positive

verbal community" which develops as the students and staff cover the assigned

material togethei., Stugents not only cad the course material and answer

the objectives, but they also have the chance to discuss the material and be

corrected or rewarded accordingly. ThiA verbal community has proved efficaciOjc

in producing students with extensive verbal repertoires in behavior analysis.

20
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APPLIED LABORATORIES

Because expeiience oftettproves the best teacher, SCEP II students spedd

an average of one and one-half hours each afternoon working-in the laboratory

setting.

For those interested in.the field of retardation and the handnapped,

the Program for the Seerely Mentally Impaired (PSMI) and the'Kalamazoo Valley

Multihandicap Center (KVMC) provide the student the with the opportunity to work

as a para-professional with retarded and multiply handicapped-children.

WOrking in both a one-to-one situation and group situations, the students, in.

' conjunction with program staff, are asked to specify the behavioral deficits

of their clientsf(two clients perr SCEP student), design behavior modification

procedures to aleviate these.deficits and evaluate the results of their

intervention. These procedd6s and results are then prepared in a paPer

written according to the American Psychological Association fOrmat. Uwing

ddvanced behavior technology, past student therapists .have taught children,; such"

skills as reading, walking, dreSsing and spelling. Unlike many other situations

where feedback can be much more long-term and erratic, the immediate feedback

which comes with working with a child in a close situation, and the weekly

monitoring done by the center staff, has made this one of themore-pOPular lab,

in SCEP II.

Students interested in edUcation are encouraged to participate in the SCEP

II EducationaiTechnokogy Laboratory which provides the strident with valuable'.

experience in both the preparation of academic materials, and the design and

systems maintenance of the classroom. Working with past SCEP students who are

now veteran staff members, each participant serves as a Teaching Apprentice

21
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for a section of one of the-department's two introductory Psychology courses

(SCEP I or regular-Psychology 150 and 151). In addition to learning about,

classroom management, the student Teaching Apprentices spend several hours \

each week learning how to write and validate behavioral objec ves and are

.responsible for conducting research within their. system. Their research -is

written up in a lab report according to Systems Analysis Design.

Though:the labs may vary in environment and subject matter, both contain' '

- several important similarities:

First, each laboratory program is deSigned to be a total research

experience. Students are not only required to collect experimental data,

but are. also required to design and report the results of their experiments...

'The research papers required in both laboratory settings teach students how

to present and evaluate experimental data. Students also acquire skills in

analyzing the work of other researchers Who have published studies similar to.

those the students are conducting.

Second, the entire laboratory program is a continually changinsystem.

Major and minor alterations are constantly being made as feedback indicates

that changes are needed. The use of such feedback has been crucial to the

success of the lab program. Fou'r years ago, the only setting open to under-

graduate psychology students was an experimental animal laboratory. The develop-

ment of.the PSMI'KVMC and Educational Technology laboratories has been due to

participant feedback and initiative.

Third, all laboratories are staffed'and run by former students. We have

found that advanced undergraduate and graduate students are, quite capable of

running the programs as well as suggesting and instituting innovative change.

22
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:Fourth, the SCEP II labs are not the final for research. Students

.interested in further research may continue their work-thrOugh more advanced

labs which are currently being offered within the department.. Also, students

have opportunities to become Advanced Teaching Apprentices:Aod Undergraduate

Assistants not only in SCEP, but in other psychology courses.

Finally, and perhaps most important, is the fact that the settings are

relevant t the rest of the SCEP II curriculum. During past semesters an

overwhelming majority of the students have stated that the labDratory experience

has helped them to better understand and conceptualize the principles of behavior

'analysis which they stud in the classroom.

C2t
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THE STAFF

Many of the current procedures *nd operations in'SCEP II would not be,

possible without the help of a well-trained and cooperative staff. Over
0

past few semesters, a staff hierarchy has developed in which responsibilities

and duties are specified according to one's position in this hierarchy.

23

Thp i-paching apprentices-have the -most direc-t----eanteet-w-i-th-the-

and are responsible for supplying the students with itnportant information,

clarifications and explanations of the material to becoveted. Other duties

-inetude quiz grading and recording, monitoring classrooms and aid in

decisions concerning modifications of the system. Teaching Apprentice's are

selected op the basis of behaviors demonstrating excellent mastery of the material

as students the preVious semester.

Serving as quality checks of the,teaching apprentices and assistant's

work are the Advanced Teaching Apprentices. Th eople, are chosen on the

basis of high caliber performance as teaching apprentices the- prior semester.

The major duties of an advanced teaching apprentice include the monitoring

of teaching apprentice performance, bookkeeping, supervision of consistency

meetings and special responsibilities such as organization of extra-curricular

student activities.

The primary responsibilityof an undergraduate assistant is to insure the

efficient functioning of the entire system. This basically entails.quiz writing,
6Z

.staff monitoring, procedural change and implementation, inter-university inter-

actions and material development.
A -v

The graduate assistant monitors the performance of the undergrad assis-
,

tants and maintains close contact with the faculty andcprograms throughout the

university.
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This semester, tWo faculty members served as faculty advisors for SCEP

II: Dr. Paul T. Mountjoy and Dr. Richard W. Malott, originator of the SCEP.

system act as supervisors of all procedural changes and implementations for

f the system. Teaching Apprentices are required to work a two hour shift each

day. They serve as either monitors or graders. Monitors are responsible
.

for taJing attendance, passing back graded quizzes, making announcements,

answering student questions over material_, participating in group discussions

and administering and monitoring the quizzes. To allow for immediate feedback

on their quiz performance, one teaching apprentice is responsible for posting

an answer key which the students can read after they have hapd d inthe quiz.

(trading teaching apprentices are responsible for the grading f quizies, posting

scores and computing an error analysis on each question. To insure consistency,.

the grading advanced teaching apprentice is responsible for regrading two quizzes

of each teaching apprentice. In order to provide students with consistent and

accurate answers to questions, all teaching apprentices participate in a

-consistency Meeting upon arrival. The meeting is led by a designated apprentice

00

and supervised by an advanced teachity apprentiee. During these.meetings, the

Monitoring teaching apprentices review the assigned material and study objectives

along with the correspon4ing quiz and answer key. Modifications in the answer

key and quiz may be made at this time. The consistency meeting for the' grading

teaching apprentices entails a review of the answer key and the quiz to be

graded in order to affect consistent grading and adequate feedbadk on the student's

answers.

All staff members are required to fill out a self-monitoring sheet on which

their duties are specified. As the duties are completed, the person records

it's completion on the list. This system allows for inter-staff monitoring

in which all mc!dbers are responsible for maintenance of behaviors at all levels

of the hierarchy. This system has proven efficacious for maintaining the-76'ff

performance at a high level. 25
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A staff meeting is held once a week in which possible changes in

procedures are discussed and feedb ck t,; s supplieoconcerning-system

operations.

,An assistants-meeting is held eekly. Both major and minor system

25

difficulties are discussed along with possible methods of modification.

This meeting serves primarily as a period of communication between assistant

-4kaling with observations they have Made throughout the week,

Ileetings are-held requently b' teen faculty al visors and elmasbistants.

he communication of the exist ocedures and wo4ing implementations are

related to the advisor at this timeF Along with consideration of the present

ystems is the discussion and planning of future rations.

"Experimental procedures to effect an'optimal learning environment are

constantly being implemented, tested and evaluated." This semester some of

these designs include: behavioral contraat,ing of students to improve quiz
-;""

scores and study habits.. '111.5 was done throUgh a staff effort; headed by an

advanced teaching.appreutice. Some of-the behaviers contracted included the

writing out of study obiectives th' night before, taking a practice test, or

participation in groupstudy.'.. . An :her design was a student expert system

in which students who have Shown uperior mastery of bhe.materials serve

as teaching apprentices for,a day, These people are. designated as student
of

"experts" and aid t4 -teaching apprenticesin participation in'student study

groups and answering student quertions, A third implementation tpis'semyter

\ .

was a self-monitoring system in f/hich members of the staff monitor their own

yerformance, and also monitor th:
le

performance of members above and-below

them in the staff hierarchy..! Ibis is accomplished through a positive monitoring

system, points contirwent 'on th completion of designated duties.
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The Student Centered Education PrOject is a tight system of high

educational impact ;mss under continual evaluation and changes are based

for most part, on student input and feedback.
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